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Let B be a finite-dimensional subspace of L, [-I, 11. A measurable set 
E c I-1, I ] is a determining set for B if F =fE B on the set E makes J a best 
approximation to F in B. The existence and structure of these sets are studied in 
general and for particular subspaces, like the polynomials P, of degree n or less. If 
n > 2, then any determining set E for P, has Lebesgue measure m(E) > 1, and also 
for these determining sets lim m(E)~,~EFdm=(1/2)j,-,.,,Fdm for all 
FE L,I-1, I]. This asymptotic uniform distribution of determining sets for these 
subspaces is also examined through some explicit constructions of these sets. 
Let B be a finite-dimensional subspace of L, (-1, 11, with Lebesgue 
measure M on I-1, 11. Suppose that an element FEL,[--1, l] and an 
element f, E B agree on a measurable subset E c [-1, 11. In this case, what 
conditions on E guarantee that f, is always a best L,-approximation to F in 
B, i.e., that with ]lf]l, =(!, If(s)I we have llF-fOlll <<IF-fll, for all 
f E B? We consider here the existence and structure of such sets. Even in the 
simpler cases, like that of B consisting of all polynomials of degree 2 or less, 
these sets exhibit many surprising properties. 
A measurable subset E c [-1, 1 ] will be called a determining set for B, or 
just a determining set, if whenever F E L , [- 1, 1 ] and f E B agree a.e. on E, 
then f is a best L,-approximation to F in B. We will denote the characteristic 
function of a set EC [-1, l] by 1,. 
PROPOSITION 1. The measurable set E c [-1, 1 ] is a determining set for 
B ifand only if2 11 l,f(], > [ml, for allf E B. 
ProoJ Let F E L, [-1, 1 ] and let fO E B equal F a.e. on E. Assume that 
E satisfies the integral inequality above. Then for any f E B, )I lE(fO -f )I/, > 
II lEC(fO - f )lll. Hence, we have 
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IP-fill = II lA.fo-fill + II 1m(~-f)ll1 
2 II lEdf0 -“Ml + (II 1,c(~-f,Il, - II lECGr0 -fIl,> 
= II lE(fO -“Ml + IIF-foil, - II lEU0 -.a1 
> IIF-&II,. 
Conversely, suppose 2 ]] lJ]]i < ]]f]]i for somefE B. Let F =flEC. Now, 
although F=O on E, we have /F-01/, = II l,,fll, > II l,fl/, = IIF-flj,. 
Hence, E is not a determining set for B. m 
Remark. The same simple argument can be used to characterize when a 
determining set gives a unique best L,-approximation; i.e., whenever 
FE L,[-1, 1] agrees with f0 E B on E, then IIF- f,]] < IIF-fll, for all 
f E B withf # fO. Indeed, E has this property if and only if 2 I] lEf]], > ]]f]], 
whenever 0 #f E B. We will say that E is a unique determining set for B in 
this case. Since B is finite-dimensional, every unique determining set E for B 
contains a smaller set E, which is just a determining set for B. 
EXAMPLES. (a) Let E = [-1, - f) U (f, 1 ] and let B consist of all 
polynomials of degree 1 or less. One can check easily that E satisfies the 
condition in Proposition 1 for B. Indeed, it is enough to verify the condition 
if f(x) =x + b, where b > 0. If b > 1, then ]]f]], = 2b = 2 I( l,f]], . If 
1 > b>f, then ]]f]], = 1 + b* and I] l,f]], = b* - b + 1. So in this case, 
2 [IfIll 2 11 l,fll,. And if 4 2 b > 0, then llflll = 1 + b* <: < $ = 2 )I l,fll,. 
Hence, E is a determining set for the linear functions. 
(b) An even simpler special case of this proposition says that if 
FEL,[-l,l]andF=Oonasetofmeasureatleast l,thenIIFll,~liF-cll, 
for all constants c. 
We will later construct determining sets for subspaces B consisting of 
continuous functions by a simple explicit method. However, it is worth 
observing that determining (or uniquely determining) sets always exist. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let B c L, [ - 1, 1 ] be a finite-dimensional subspace and 
let 0 ( 6 < 1. Then there exists a determining set E for B with m(E) = 1 + 6. 
Proof Since B is finite-dimensional, there exists a b-net (If, I,..., if,]} for 
{If] : f E B, ]]f]]i = 2}. By the Liapounov theorem, there exists a measurable 
set EC [-1, 1] such that m(E) = 1 + 6 and, for all i = l,..., n, 
]I 1,&I], = ((1 + 6)/2) ]]A]]i. Then for all fE B with ]]f]]i = 2, there exists 
some i = l,..., n, with (I If1 - lfil II Q 6. So 
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2 ((1 + w2)llfill~ - 6 
= 1 +s-s=(1/2)llflll. 
By multiplying by a suitable scalar, we have ]I I,f(], > (l/2) l/f]], for all 
SE B. By Proposition 1, E is a determining set for B with m(E) = 1 + 6. m 
Remarks. (a) If the constant 1 happens to be in B, then we would 
always have m(E) > 1 if E is a determining set for B. Also, Proposition 2 is 
only worthwhile if 6 is small because it is easy to show that as m(E) 
increases to 2, then in all cases inf{ lEf]l,/l]f/l, : 0 ff E B} converges to 1 
because B is finite-dimensional. Hence, if m(E) is close enough to 2, 
depending on B, the set E will always be a determining set for B. 
(b) The determining sets shown to exist above can always be assumed 
to be a finite union of intervals. To do this, first choose any 6/2-net for 
(If] :f E B, l]fili = 2). Then choose the set E as before for this 6/2-net and 
let S be a finite union of intervals with m(E AS) sufficiently small to 
guarantee /I l,fll, > 1 + (d/2) for all f in the d//2-net. It can then be shown, 
as before, that I] lsflli 2 (l/2) l/f/Ii for allf E B. Finally, since m(S) can be 
made arbitrarily close to 1 and since one can always enlarge S by another 
interval, m(s) can be chosen to be any number in (1,2]. 
(c) It is not clear from these arguments when one can have m(E) = 1 
in Proposition 2. This is not always the case, as we will see later. 
It would be worthwhile to have simple determining sets, as in Example (a), 
where m(E) = 1 too, but for subspaces containing higher degree polynomials. 
However, this is not possible in general. The reason for this lies in the close 
connection between determining sets and another type of set arising in L,- 
approximation. 
DEFINITION. A set E c [-1, l] is a mean set for B if 2(,f dm = 
jl-,,,,fdm for all f E B. That is, E is a mean set if the function b = 1, - l,, 
is in the annihilator B’ c L,[-1, l] of B. 
The next proposition is in [l] and was based on [3,4]. This proof is 
somewhat different and gives the property of mean sets that we will need. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let FE L,[-I, l] and let B be a $nite-dimensional 
subspace of L, [- 1, 11. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) IPIll < IIF-fll1.k allfE B. 
(2) There exists a mean set E for B such that F > 0 on E and F < 0 
on EC. 
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Proof: Clearly (1) is equivalent o having ]11;]1, = I]F + BI], , the norm of 
F+B in the quotient L,[-1, 11/B. B ecause of the usual isometric iden- 
tification of B’ with the dual of L, [-1, 1 I/B, (1) occurs if and only if 
llF]lr = sup(/Jl-,,,, Fhl:: llhlja, < 1, h EB’}. Now because {h E B’: 
]I h IJa, < 1 } is a compact convex subset in the w* = w(L~, L,) topology, the 
Krein-Milman theorem says that (1) implies there is an extreme point of 
(hEB’:Ilhl/,< 1) in the set (hCB’: l]h]lm < 1 and ]J,-,.r1J7rdmI= 
]jFiltj. Hence, (1) occurs if and only if I/F]/, =/~t-l,r,F’~dmj for some 
extreme point h of the unit ball of B’. 
We claim that these extreme points all have I h I = 1 a.e. Certainly, such a 
point is an extreme point because it is an extreme point of the unit ball of 
L,[-1, l] in this case. Conversely, if Ih I < 1 on a set of positive measure, 
there exists a measurable set D c [-1, 11, m(D) > 0, and some 6, 0 < 6 < 1, 
such that -1 + 6 < h < 1 - 6 on D. By using the Liapounov theorem on a 
finite linear basis of B, there exists a measurable decomposition 
D=D,VD,, with D, n D, = 0, and with sDif dm = (l/2) JDfdm for 
i= 1,2 and at,y fE B. Now define h, and h, by h, = (h + S) I,, + 
(h - s>1,2 + hl,, and h, = (h - S) l,, + (h + 6) l,* + hl,,. For both 
i= 1, 2, ]jhi]j, < 1 and hi E BA. Also, hi # h for i= 1, 2. But also, 
2h = h, + h, ; hence, h cannot be an extreme point of the ball of B-. 
Finally, we know that (1) is equivalent to there being an h E B’ with 
Ihl = 1 a.e. and ]Jt-i,,l Fhdm]=I]F]I,.ItisclearthatbothE={h=l}and 
EC = {h = -1 } are mean sets for B because h E B’. Also, either F 2 0 on E 
and F<O on EC or vice versa since IlFll, = Ij”pI,l,FhdmI. Hence, (1) is 
equivalent o (2). I 
EXAMPLES. (a) Suppose the set E has the form (-/I, -a) U (a, /I), 
where 0 < a < /? < 1. Then E is a mean set for polynomials of degree 3 or 
less if and only if l/2 =/I - CY =/I” - a3. One can explicitly solve these 
equations to get a = (fl- I)/4 and j3 = (6 + 1)/4. The proposition says 
that if FE L, f-l, I] and q is a polynomial of degree 3 or less with F > q on 
E and F < q on EC, then q is a best L ,-approximation to F among the cubic 
polynomials. 
(b) It would be interesting to have explicit mean sets for the space P, 
of polynomials of degree n or less. This seems to be a fairly difficult 
algebraic problem. For instance, fix n > 1 and let E have the form 
E=FU-F, where F=(a,,aZ)U(a3,a4)U... U(a,, 1) if n is odd, and 
F= (a,, aJ U (a3, ad) U --a U(a,_,,a,) if n is even, for some 0 <a, < 
a, < ... ( a,, ( 1. Then E is already a mean set for odd degree polynomials 
by symmetry. A necessary and sufficient condition for E to be a mean set for 
P Zn-, is that the (ai : i = l,..., n) satisfy the system of diophantine equations 
(-1)“+‘(1/2) = at - ai + a: - . ‘a * a”, for all odd k E (I,..., 2n - I]. This 
reduces to (a) if n = 2. We believe that there is a unique solution with 
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0 <al < a*. < a, < 1 to these equations for all n, but it is difficult to prove 
this explicitly. One approach that works at least for small IZ, and may work 
in general, is to use these equations as Newton identities and find equations 
determining the coefftcients of a polynomial p(x) of degree n with the 
(ai: i= l,..., n] as its roots. Then the {ai: i= l,..., nt can be computed, at 
least approximately, by Newton’s algorithm. This has only been carried out 
in a few cases and leaves the existence of a mean set E of this form for P,, _ 1 
unsolved. I would like to thank Professor D. Shapiro for suggesting this 
approach. 
(c) Suppose FE L,[-1, l] and F > 0. Then Proposition 3 says that 
there exists a constant C so that ]]Fl], > IIF - C/I, if and only if 
m(F=O} < 1. 
The next proposition is fundamental for the structure of determining sets. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let B be a jinite-dimensional subspace of L, I-1, 11. If 
E is a determining set for B, then there exists a mean set E, for B with 
E,cE. 
Proof Suppose E is a determining set for B. Then whenever 
FEL,[-1, l] is 0 on E, jIFIII<IJF-ffll, for allf EB. Taking F= l,,and 
applying Proposition 3, there exists a mean set E, for B with F > 0 on E, 
and F < 0 on Ey . But then EC n Ei = 0 and so EC c E, . That is, E contains 
the mean set E, = ET. 1 
This last proposition enables us to give a simple proof that in many cases 
the subspace B can only have determining sets E with m(E) > 1. The 
condition on B that is needed is the following. 
DEFINITION. A subspace B of L r [- 1, 1 ] is said to be positive-part dense 
if the constant 1 E B and if the cone generated by the positive parts 
{f': f EB) is L,-norm dense in (FEL,[-1, I]:F20}. 
This condition is not really very restrictive. Since our main interest is in 
determining sets for spaces of polynomials, we will just prove this 
proposition by way of providing examples. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let B be a finite-dimensional subspace of L 1 [-1, 1 ] 
which contains all the quadratic polynomials and also the constant 1. Then B 
is positive-part dense. 
Proof. By the separation theorem, we need only show that if 
hE L,[-1, I] with 1 _ t 1.,l hq+ dm > 0 for all quadratic polynomials, then 
h > 0. Suppose this implication fails for h. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that 
L = (h < -S} has m(L) > 0. Now for any E, 0 < E < 1, there exists an 
interval I= (a,/3) c [-1, l] such that m(L nZ) > (1 - E) m(I). Let q(x) = 
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-(4/g?-CX)~)(X-a)(~-/I). Then qt = ltu,41q. Also, maxI-,,,lqf = 
q((a + p)/2) = 1. We also observe that q((1/3)a + (2/3)P) = q((2/3)a + 
(l/3)/?) = 8/9. So 
O< I 
hq+ dm= hqt dm 
[-I.11 I I 
= I hq+ dm + . hq+ dm InLC J IPJ. 
<IIh(l,m(lnL,‘)+ j hq+dm 
InL 
because 0 <q+ < 1 on [-1, 11. Hence, 
o<llhll, WO)--j qt dm. 
InL 
If J is the interval from (2/3)a + (l/3)/3 to (1/3)a + (2/3)p, then we have 
O<41hllm(P-a)-Jj q+dm 
JflL‘ 
~&IIhIl,~-a)-(8/9)6m(JnL) 
= E I( h )I C@ - a) - (8/9) 6m(In L) + (8/9) 6m((I\J) n L) 
< E Ilh IL Co - a> - (8/9) &I- EM - 4 
+ (8/9) 6(2/3)V - 4. 
Dividing by /I - a and then letting E + 0 gives 0 < -(8/9)6 + (16/27)6, 
which is impossible because 6 > 0. 1 
This proposition shows that B = P, with n >, 2 is a subspace in which the 
next few propositions on determining sets apply. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose B is a subspace of L, [ - 1, 1 ] which is positive- 
part dense. Then no set E is simultaneously a determining set and a mean set 
for B. 
ProoJ Let E be both a determining set and a mean set for B. Let 
h = 1, - la,. Then, because 2 ]] lEf]] > ]]f]ll for allfE B, we have ]] l,f]], > 
]]l,,f]], orO<j,-,,,lh(f++f-)dmforallfEB. ButI,-,,,,hfdm=Ofor 
alIfE B and, therefore, 0 <jl-l,ll h(f+ +f-) dm = 2 j,-i,,, hf + dm for all 
f E B. But then because the cone generated by {f + : f E B} is dense in 
L:[-1, 11, this means 0 < j,-l,,l hFdm for all FEL,[-1, 11, F>O. Hence 
h > 0 and m(EC) = 0. This is impossible because 1 E B and 0 = 
.f-,,ll hl dm = m(E) - m(EC). 1 
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Remark. If Bc {fEL,[-1, l]:Jt-,,,,fdm=O}, then [-1, 11 is both a 
determining set and a mean set for B. In the previous proof, we used the 
assumption that 1 E B to avoid this, but knowing that Il-,,,Ifdm # 0 for 
some f E B would do as well for that part of the proof. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose B is a jinite-dimensional subspace of L , [-I, I J 
which is positive-part dense. Then every determining set E has m(E) > 1. 
Proof: By Proposition 4, E contains a mean set E, for B. Because 1 E B, 
m(E,) = m(E’,) = 1. But then m(E)> 1 and, by Proposition 6, m(E)# 1 
because this would make E = E, a.e. and force E to be a mean set for B 
too. I 
Let us suppose then that B is a finite-dimensional subspace of L,[-1, 1 J, 
like P, with n 2 2. The last proposition shows that one cannot have a deter- 
mining set with measure 1 as in the case of P,. At one extreme, if m(E) is 
close to 2, it will be a determining set for B. But in the other extreme, with 
m(E) close to 1, the set will have some more specific distribution. If possible, 
one would like to have determining sets E with m(E) close to 1 which are 
easily described for computational purposes. However, Corollary 7 already 
shows that as m(E) + 1, the number of intervals in a simple determining set 
for positive-part dense subspaces B must tend to infinity. Much more is true 
in this extreme. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let B be a finite-dimensional subspace of L, 1-1, 1 ] 
which is positive-part dense. Let (E,) be a sequence of determining sets for B 
with lim,_, m(E,) = 1. 
W2)~,-l.llFdm. 
Then for .a11 FE L,[-1, I], lim,+, jE, F dm = 
ProoJ By Corollary 7 and Proposition 4, we know that each E, I> F, 
with F, a mean set for B, and m(E,) > 1 = m(F,) for all n > 1. Because 
lim n-ro3 m(E,\F,) = 0, the condition ]/ lE,f I], > (l/2) IIf ]]i for all f E B and 
the assumption that B is finite-dimensional guarantee that there is a sequence 
(E,), E, > 0, and lim,+, E, = 0 such that ]] lF,f ]], > ((l/2) - EJ ]I f (II for all 
f~ B. Since SF, f dm = (l/2) J,-,, rI f dm for all f E B,. we have this 
inequality for all f E B: 
,( f’dm=U/2)1 (lfl+fWm 
F, F” 
> UP) [(l/2) Ilf IL + j+ 
F” 
f dm] - @n/2) IlflL 
= W>WPN IlflL +,f [ f dm - h,P) Ilf II1 t-1.11 I 
= wj f + dm - @,/2) Ilf IL. I-1,11 
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Now we show 1, + l/2 as n -+ co in the IV* = w(L,, L,) topology. 
Because this is a metric topology, it suffices to show that any subsequence of 
( lE,) has a further subsequence with this. property. By reindexing the subse- 
quence, we may call it (lE,) again. Now by compactness of the w* topology, 
there is a subsequence (l,,J which converges w* to some h E L, [- 1, 1 ] 
with 0 < h < 1 a.e. [ml. Because lim,+, m(E,,) = 1, J”-,,,,h dm = 1. 
Suppose h < l/2 on a set of positive measure. Then there would be some 
f E B with J,-l,lI hf’ dm < (1/2)l,-,,,, ft dm because B is positive-part 
dense. But then 
I hf+ dm = lim 1 f+dm= !{Ej f’dm I-1.11 i-m E,! Fni 
because lim,, m(E,,\F,J = 0. So, 
I [-I,11 
= (1/2),(el ,]f+dm > 1 hf + dm. 
l-1.11 
This contradiction proves h > l/2 a.e. But St- 1,Il h dm = 1 then also proves 
that h cannot be larger than l/2 on a set of positive measure. That is, 
h = l/2 a.e. I 
We see from these propositions that if (I!?,) is a sequence of determining 
sets for P,, m > 2, and lim,+, m(E,) = 1, then the sets (II?,,) approach 
uniform distribution on [-1, l] in the limit. So, for n large, or m(E,) close to 
1, a determining set for these subspaces of L, [-1, 1 ] will consist of many 
intervals (if it is a simple set at all) and will not be as easy to describe as the 
example for P, . Explicitly, we have this obvious corollary of Proposition 8. 
COROLLARY 9. Let B be a Jnite-dimensional subspace of L I [- 1, 1 ] 
which is positive-part dense. Let (E,) be a sequence of determining sets for B 
with lim,,, m(E,) = 1. Then for every measurable set F c [ -1, 11, neither 
the sequence (E, n F) nor (E’, n F) converges in measure unless m(F) = 0. 
Also, if Z c [-1, 1 ] is a non-degenerate interval, then the total variations 
(var(l,“,,)) and (var( l+,)) both tend to infinity as n + co. 
Proposition 8 suggests a way of constructing determining sets for 
subspaces of continuous functions which we will now elaborate. However, 
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Corollary 9 also shows that, for the subspaces P,, n > 2, in particular, the 
determining set must become more and more disintegrated as its measure 
approaches 1. So in carrying out our construction, we would like to know 
how many intervals will actually be needed to comprise a determining set in 
terms of how small m(E) - 1 has become. This explains the basic direction 
of the following explicit construction of determining sets. 
First, we will need the value of a certain constant. Define the modulus of 
continuity ws(f) as usual, w,(f) = suPllf(x) -f(v)1 :x3 YE ]-I, II, 
1.x - yl < S}. The modulus of continuity is a pseudo norm on P, and a norm 
on P, modulo constants. For a functionfwhich is continuously differentiable 
on [-I, I], we can estimate the value of w,(f) by 
ws(f)<c5max(~f’(x)~:xE [-1, l]}. If f is a polynomial in particular, 
f(x) = Cy=, uixi for some real numbers a,,..., a,, then If’(x)] < 
(n(n + 1 l/2) max(l a, ,..., Ia,* I). Hence, in this case, wsu-1 G 
C,6 max(]a, I,..., ]a,]), where C, = n(n + 1)/2. Moreover, because P, is tinite- 
dimensional, there is a smallest constant K, such that max(]a,/,..., ]a,]) < 
K, ]]f]]l for all f E P,,f(x) = CyzO aixi. We also want to estimate K,. This 
seems to be fairly difficult to do exactly, even for the quadratic polynomials. 
In order to get some estimate for K,, we use the following lemma, a well- 
known consequence of properties of the Cebyiev polynomials of the second 
kind. 
LEMMA 10. The value of the infimum 
inf [’ I 
i. 
a,+a,x+*.* + u~-,x"-' + x”I dx: a, ,..., a,-, are real 
-I I 
is l/2”-‘. 
This lemma gives us 
PROPOSITION 11. The constants (K,) above satisfy the recurrence 
K ,+,<((2”“/n+ l)+ l)K,. 
Proof Let I= j”‘, ]a, + u,x + ... + u,,+ix”+‘] dx. Fix k > 0 whose 
value is to be determined. We have two possibilities: either /a,+,] ,< 
k max(la,I,..., lu,l> or ]a,+,] 2 kmax(]u,] ,..., ]a,]). In the first case, I > 
r‘:, I% + ... + a,,~“/ dx - 2 Iant l/(n t 1) > (K;’ - 2k/(n t I)) 
max(lao I,..., ] a, I). So, in this case, max(] aO],..., ]a,+ i ]) < 
[max(k, I)/(K;’ - 2k/(n + 1))]1. We have tacitly assumed 
K;’ - 2k/(n + 1) > 0, which will be the case if k is sufficiently small. 
In the second case, max(]a,],..., ]a,+,])< max(l/k, 1) ]a,+,l. But by 
Lemma 10, ]a,+, / < 2”I. So max(]u,],..., la,, , ]) < 2”max(l/k, 1)1 in this 
case. 
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These two estimates give us K “+ I < max(2” max( l/k, l), max(k, l)/ 
(K;’ - 2k/(n + 1))). Notice that if ai = 0 for i = O,..., n - 1, n + 1, then 
1=2ja,J/(n+l). Hence, 2K,/(n+l)&l; and so K;‘-2k/(n+l)>O 
forces k < 1. Hence, our recurrence relation says K,, , < max(2”/k, 
l/(K;’ - 2k/(n + 1))). We get the most from this estimate by choosing k so 
that the two terms in the maximum are equal, i.e., k/2” = K;’ - 2k/(n + 1). 
This gives k=K,‘/(2-“+2/(n+ 1)). With this choice 
I(;’ - 2k/(n + 1) > 0 is guaranteed. Also, this choice gives K,, , ,< 
2”(2-” + 2/(n + l))K, = (1 + 2”+‘/(n + 1)) K,. 4 
It is not clear whether the estimates given by this proposition are even 
asymptotically the best possible. A straightforward computation shows that 
K, = 2. So at least K, < 6, K, < 22, etc. Also, since ilfll, < (1 + w,(f)), 
these estimates give Ilfl/, < (1 + C,) K, l/f/l, for all f E P,. Hence, for 
.fE P, and m(E) < l/2(1 + C,> K,, we have II l,fll, < Ilfllm~W < 
(l/2) //f/l,. So, if m(E) > 2 - l/2( 1 + C,) K,, then E is a determining set for 
P,. This is not as good as the result in [5] which says m(E) > 2 - 2/(n + 3)’ 
is enough. 
We now turn to the construction of determining sets for P,. Suppose thatf 
is continuous and the set E = Uy=, (xi, xi + 6), where 6 > 0 and n8 = 1 + y 
forsomey,O<y~1,and-1~x,<x,+6~x,~~~~~x,~1-6.Then 
I E IfI dm = 1 il, J,x, x,+61 IfI dm > $, a(lf(Xi)I - wsdf>> I, , 
= CC1 + YY2) [ t2/n) 2 lflxi)l] - C1 + Y> w8(f)* i=l 
Define the discrepancy D,* for (xl,...,x,) by the formula D,* = 
supDgnGZ 1(2/n) Cy=, l,-l,-l+n)(Xi) --al. It is a well-known lemma of 
numerical integration (see [2]) that 1(2/n) XI=, if( - llfll 1 I< 2w,;(f). 
Also, we can specifically choose (x, ,..., x,J to minimize the discrepancy if we 
let xi = (2(i - 1) - n)/n), i = l,..., n. The value of Dt for this sequence is 
2/n; see [2] again. Hence, putting the estimates together gives j, Ifi dm > 
((1 + YIPI llfll, - (1 + Y> wD4f> - (1 + Y) w,(f). Notice 6 = (1 + y>ln < 2/n 
since Y Q L so f, VI dm 2 f&2) llflll + (~‘2) llflll - 20 + 19 PDF>. With 
y > 0 fixed, as n + co, w&) + 0 and, therefore, for some n large enough, 
we have Ji Ifl dm 2 (l/2) IlflL . 
PROPOSITION 12. Let y > 0 and let E be as above. For E to be a deter- 
mining set for P, it s@ces to choose the number n defining E to be large 
enough for n > V,,,/y, where V, is the constant 8m(m + 1) K,. 
Prooj We know that on P,, wz,,Jf) ,< (2/n)(m(m + 1)/2) K, 11 f /Il. So if 
we want w*,m(f > G (Y/4(1 + Y)) Ilf II1 3 we would take (m(m + 1)/n) K, < 
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y/4(1 + y). That is, n>4m(m+ l)(l +y)K,/y. Since y< 1, n> 
8m(m + 1) K,/y will suffice. I 
Remarks. The construction actually shows that E is a unique deter- 
mining set if n is as large as above. 
The constant V, in this proposition is probably not the best one possible, 
but at least we see that a determining set E, for P, need only have var(1,) 
growing larger as m(E) + 1 at a rate proportional to l/(m(E) - l), with the 
constant of proportion depending only on m. It would be interesting to know 
if this asymptotic order of growth is best possible. Notice that when m = 2, 
the proposition tells us that we can find a determining set E for the quadratic 
polynomials with m(E) = 1 + y if we are willing to have the number of 
intervals comprising E at least 144(1 + y)/y. Better estimates of the constants 
here might improve this result somewhat. but clearly it is the order l/y which 
is most important. 
One final aspect of this construction is worth observing. Proposition 13 
shows that we can construct a sequence sets (E,) with m(E,) > 1, but 
lim n-oo m(E,) = 1, such that, for all m, these sets are eventually determining 
sets for P,. This suggests that a sequence of determining sets for some P, 
may actually be determining for many other subspaces in the limit as m(E,) 
approaches 1. In this context, we have the following limitation to this 
possibility; compare this proposition with Proposition 8. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let (E,) be a sequence of measurable subsets of 
I-- 1, 1 ] such that 1,” --) l/2 in the w* topology as n --) 00. Then there is a 
dense G, subset 9 c L , [- 1, 1 ] such that for all f E 9, one has 
II 1,,111 <W)llf II, for idnit@ many n. 
Proof: Define CXn = {f E L,[-1, 11: ]/ lE,f ]]i > (l/2) I/f ]]i). Then Gn is a 
closed set and so is the set @N = nF==, Q,,. The set U,“=, %” consists of all 
functions f E 9 such that eventually ]] l,f]]i > (l/2) (] f (iI. We prove the 
proposition, with 9 = L, [-1, 1 ]\U,“= 1 pN, by showing that each YYN has 
empty interior. 
Indeed, suppose that there exists E > 0 and f E L, I-1, I] such that FE 5VN 
whenever ]] F - f (] I < E. First, f # 0 because there exists F E L, [- 1, 1 ] with 
0 < lb% < 6 and II lEnFII, = 0 as long as m(E,) < 1. That is, no %N can have 
interior around 0. Second, we claim there exists 6 > 0 such that /] lE,f )I > 
(l/2) Ilf II1 + f3 f or all n > N. If so, this is a contradiction, because 
II lE,f III + (l/2) Ilf II1 as n --+ co, and the proof is complete. 
We prove this last claim. Since f # 0, y = (l/2) ]] f ]I1 # 0 and 
]/ lE,f ]I1 > (l/2) ]( f /I, > 0 for all n > N. Let E,, = min(s, y). We assume 
without loss of generaiity that m(E,) < 2 for all n > 1. It is easy to see that 
there exists a sequence of perturbations (h, : n > N) with these properties: (1) 
0 < Ilh,I(, <E, for all n > N, (2) IIf + h,I/, = IIf ](, for all n>N, and (3) 
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II lE”(f + kl>llI < II lEnfIll - %I/2 for all n > N. But then, because f + h, E W, 
for all n>N, we have II lE,Slll > h/2) + II b,(f + 4A > 
(co/2) + (l/2) l/f+ h,(l, = (q,/2) + (l/2) jlfjj,. This establishes the claim 
with 6 = qJ2. 1 
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